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Just Like you Just LIKE HIM

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

Read and receive in your spirit and your soul and your Body
this full newsletter, it and the class being taught live on it onSunday 5-10,2018: see ForHISGlory.org Home page
It will change you
It did me…
It will open you up to other possibilities
It will refine you
It will define you,
and it will help others
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even that you know.
Give them a copy
Invite them to the class
The Website
To CHRIST Now..
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The Heart of The Matter
Just Like you

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM. Never
let HIM go. HE will
be better than your
best dreams, greater
than your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!.

JESUS Came to be
just Like us for several reasons: one, to
save us from us. In
order to do just that,
HE Became Like us,
lived like us, grew up
among us, prayed for
us, Gave HIMSELF on
Behalf of us in order
for full salvation of
The Body and The
Soul and The Spirit to
be all available to us,
as we

would we choose HIM
=THE WAY BACK
HOME, The WAY
Back to GOD, THE
ONLY WAY TO THE
FATHER, THE ONLY
WAY TO Receive THE
HOLY SPIRIT, THE
Total Plan, all In, or
All out, JESUS AND
THE FULL GODHEAD
= THE FATHER AND
THE SON AND THE
HOLY SPIRIT, or: no
Father, no Son, no

Holy Spirit.
All IN, or ALL Out.
Married, not married.
Pregnant, not pregnant.
Raining, not Raining,
Truth or Lie.
Absolutes?! Absolutely.
Dead without CHIRST.
Ever Alive IN CHRIST.
Pick one, I picked HIM,
You Now Do The Same.

Just Like HIM
You are much, even
just like HIM in so
many ways. Truly understood, not only
would you never be
depressed, but you
would be shouting
from the rooftops,
crying for joy at HIS
AMAZING GRACE and
LOVE, and running
your race, fighting the

good fight, and keeping the faith to ‘get
There’. For you must
learn, yes you must
remember, how to engage your inheritance
and all its rights and
privileges, in order to
walk out what HE has
worked into you. You
are an unfolding flower, an opening Book to

be read and Lived, a
gateway for HIM to
you and you to HIM.
GOD has made you
as close as it is even
possible to ever be
with HIM. Our choice
decides if we are ever an eternity away
from HIM or spend
an eternity in HIM
Choose

For HIS Glory
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Did you know
Do you know that you
and GOD have a number
of shared Names?! Yes
you do, because GOD
set it up that way to
make you as close to
HIM as possible without
being HIM. Cf.:Psalm 8:5
-6,in English, verses 6-7
in Hebrew. Example ,GOD is Called:THE
LORD our Righteousness, in Jeremiah 23:5-6.

Most amazingly Judah
and Jerusalem will be, implicit is its inhabitants:
THE LORD our Righteousness. Amazing! They
have the same NAME, being thus wedded to THE
LORD. Ever Wonder why
The Bride Takes The Husband’s Last Name? Now
you know; Here you are,
THE LORDS PRECEDENT.

Your Hebrew Lesson
To say Just or as in Hebrew can be done several ways; we will explore
one. The Kaf =20 Letter
in The Hebrew Alphabet.
The whole alphabet is
available for you free on
our website in The
Learning Center accessible on The Home page,
is used as a prefix before
certain words to mean

=just, as. The Letter, the
Living Letter Hebrews 4:12,
also has several other
Layers of expression,
which enriches and expands the Meaning exponentially. One
is=crowning accomplishment. A crowning accomplishment is the ultimate goal of one thing
being just as another. It

reaches a stage to fully
embody, reflect, bear,
such likeness, like twins
in a strong sense, to The
One it is a Just as/just
Like of. People, you
must come to deeply realize That you were Born
not on earth, that was
your entrance into a
Body. But you are Born
out of GOD 1 John 4:4

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
People think you are making
too little of JESUS and too
much of yourself. Well, that
can happen, but our experience has been most err or just
lack deeper knowledge and
experience of The Truths that
JESUS is in all human ways
just like us while always being
GOD, and we are more like
HIM WHO is ALONE GOD than
Page 1

any other created being ever
made by GOD. It is time you
first realize that GOD is GOD
and you are not. Once that is
done however, you need to
get GODS VIEW of you, and
you are of a Lofty origin, Being
Born out of / from GOD HIMSELF, being made just a little
lower than GOD HIMSELF,
seated with HIM in the heavenPage 2
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lies, an eternal being with unlimited potential to Grow in
GOD with a full potential to express GOD greater than any
other being, even to being
“The Fullness of HIM WHO fills
all in all” Ephesians 1:23 GOD
wants you to discover uncover
recover you through HIM in
The Process and live a Life
wedded to HIM, as ONE
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For HIS Glory

Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

6.

Statement of Beliefs

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS
CHRIST, who suffered
and died for the sins of
the world.
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7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10.

THE PRINCE of
PEACE, is the only ONE
who can bring peace to
Israel and the nations .

11.

We believe that study is
one of the highest forms
of worship through which
we can better experience true worship.

